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                                                                          --- OIL TRANSFER PUMP

REFWORLD RW-OTP065 SERIES OIL TRANSFER PUMP

MINI MAXI-TRANSFER OIL TRANSFER PUMP

General Description

Fuction: 

◆ Remove oil for recovery and conversion

◆ Add oil to esisting system

Charasteristics:

◆ Pumps against 190 psi pressure

◆ Comfort&Easy Grip rubber handle (optional)

◆
oil containers. 

◆
from equipment quickly and efficiently. 

◆ Suitable for alkyl-benzene, ester-based, polyol ester, mineral and synthetic oils

Description

Improved Max-Transfer oil transfer pump with tube

Sraight adapter fittings 1/8" Male NPT * 1/4" SAE

90 Angle adapter fittings 1/8" Male  NPT * 1/4" SAE

24" suction hose with 1/4" SAE fittings at one end only

Note: not suitable for ammonia laden oil

With Mini Maxi-Transfer oil transfer pump you can smoothly and easily transfer oil into

the compressor on the down stroke while the comperssor is under pressure. This make

the oil transfer easier with a positive stroke.

Ordering Code

RW-OTP065

RW-OTP066

RW-OTP067

RW-OTP068

Universal stopper automatically adjusts to all standard opening in 1",2-1/2" and 5 gallon 

Suction transfer hose and fittings included connects to bottom of unit to pump oil 
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                                                                          --- OIL TRANSFER PUMP

MAX MAXI-TRANSFER OIL TRANSFER PUMP

General Descrition

Fuction: 

◆ Remove oil for recovery and conversion

◆ Add oil to existing systems

◆ Ffit all size oil containers

Charasteristics:

◆

◆

◆ Use with  alkyl-benzene, ester-based, polyol ester, mineral, and synthtic oils

◆ Will be suitalbe for pumping against 250 psi pressure

Standard MAX MAXI-TRANSFER oil transfer pump

replacement suction copper tube with 1/2" flare nuts at one end

Replacement 90° fittings 3/8" Male NPT * 1/2" SAE 

Replacement 90° fittings 3/8" Male NPT * 3/8" SAE 

1/2" copper gasket soft (10 in one pack)

RW-OTP115

RW-OTP116

Improved for added reliability and a more power stroke, the MAX MAXI-TRANSFER oil transfer

pump is of a high capacity for quick charging. Pump capacity is 3.6 ounces or 110 ml per strok.

foot stand base provides support and leverage while transfering against the high pressures

operating  unit in reverse with adapter hose accessory removes oil  from equipment

Optional  3/8" flexible suction hose, 24" long equipped at one end of the tube

onlyOptional  3/8" flexible drain hose, 24" long equipped at one end of the tube only

of a running comperssors

quickly and efficiently

Ordering Code

RW-OTP110

RW-OTP111

RW-OTP112

RW-OTP113

RW-OTP114
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